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NI Schools

Programme 5 - Losing Things 12 October

Programme Content

All about losing things – and strategies for fi nding them again!

Before the Programme

Pretend to ‘lose’ a couple of items nearby just before you settle down to listen to the tape or 

broadcast – see if the children can fi nd where you have put them.

Poems
    Have You Seen?

    Mum! 

    Have you seen my pencil!

    Have you seen it anywhere?

    I put it in my pocket

    And now it isn’t there.

    What will I do?

    Mum!

Have you seen my lollipop?

    Have you seen it anywhere?

    I put it in my pocket

    And now it isn’t there.

    What will I do?

    Mum!

    Have you seen my toy car?

    Have you seen it anywhere?

    I put it in my pocket

    And now it isn’t there.

    What will I do?

    Try the other pocket.

    Oh.  Yes.  Here they are!

       (Ann Burnett)
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    Mary Lost Her Coat

    Mary lost her coat,

    Mary lost her hat,

    Mary lost her fi fty pence,

    Now what do you think of that?

    Mary found her coat,

    Mary found her hat,

    Mary found her fi fty pence,

    Now what do you think of that?

          (anon)

Story
    No Red Shoes                by Janice Johnston

“Katie, where are your red shoes?” Katie looked puzzled.  They were kept in the hall cupboard just 

below her jacket and beside her bag.  Where could her red shoes be?

They both searched the living room.  Nancy peered behind the couch, then tipped it up so Katie could 

look underneath.  She found a blue crayon and her little torch but no red shoes…

5 Losing Things
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Verse 2   If you lose something and you do not

    Know where it could be

    I’ll come and help you search for it

    We’ll look and look you see.

    It might be where you left if, or

    It might be up a tree

    But mummy says it’s probably

    Beneath our old settee.

Chorus If you’ve lost if you will fi nd it in the place it was before.

    If you’ve lost it you will fi nd it in the place it was before.

5 Losing Things

Songs
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Follow-up Activities

• Organise an interest table where objects have their own box.  This can be done by colour co-

ordinating, labelling or simply looking at size.  Put all the objects into a basket and let the children 

choose which box belongs to which object.

• Have a treasure hunt.  This can be done in a small scale in the sand tray where the children dig 

for buried ‘treasure’ or on a large scale in the garden where you can hide things and give children 

clues.  (Older children could have written clues or maps to follow).

• Make tidying-up time a game, the children really enjoy helping.

• Encourage children to draw or paint things that go together e.g. a car and a garage, a bird and a 

nest, a doll and a pram etc.  In this way they are making connections.

• Use jigsaws and table top activities to get the children to sequence and think through a process 

from beginning to end.

• Collect together a variety of objects that make light e.g. candles, torches, oil lamps etc.  Display 

and discuss the uses of each with the children.

• Try to organise a system where the children are responsible for their own belongings etc.  

Perhaps this could be an area of the classroom or perhaps an individual pigeon hole where the 

children can leave their own things to take home.

     

        (Judith McVeigh)
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